
… for over 5000 clients since 1996



Our Mission

Improve the financial future of

Individuals and Families.



What We Do

Create Sustainable Wealth

Secure Your Financial Future

Manage “Your Personal Bank"

Establish a Family Legacy



How We Do It

Client Primacy Principle

1st    priority

Last   priority

Every priority is designed to    
improve our client’s situation. 



How We Do It

Comprehensive Holistic Approach

We review your

financial, health, legal, and tax risks, 

with our strategic partners, 

to provide comprehensive solutions.



Strategic Partners

Attorneys
Advanced Planning

Asset Protection
Debt Reduction
Estate Planning

Tax

Certified Public Accountants
Certified Medicare Planners



 Debt Reduction

 Eliminate Market Risk

 Estate Planning

 Exec/Owner Bonus Plans

 Family Legacy

 Guar. Lifetime Income

 Key Man Insurance

 Protect Your Income

 Retirement Plans (401k/IRA)

 Tax-Free Income

 Wealth Preservation

 “Your Personal Bank”



14th Consecutive Year
A+ Rating



Ferenc Toth

Founder and President of Secure Estate Management

➢ Advised over 1000 clients in his 18+ year career

➢ Trained over 100 advisors

➢ Honored 6 times as a top 10 national advisor 

➢ Million Dollar Roundtable member

➢ Certified Medicaid Planner and a 

Certified Wealth Preservation Planner. 

(This certification allows him to give 

continuing education credits to CPA’s)  

➢ Passionate about improving his clients situation 

Ferenc is devoted to his wife and 2 daughters. One of his 

daughters is diagnosed with autism. He has a special  

understanding for families with special-needs. 



Creating Sustainable Wealth

#1 financial goal 
(most people)



What does sustainable wealth
mean to you?



 Just starting your career?

 Car breaks down or the roof leaks?

 Lose your job or business income?

 Become sick or hurt and cannot work?

 Want to retire?



➢$1,000,000 financial account or…

➢$50,000 per year guaranteed,

increasing, lifetime cash flow? 



Worried $ won’t last No Financial Stress

 $1,500,000 account

 Active trader

 No Income Assets

 No Passive Income

 $0 account

 “blows funds monthly”

 Secure Income Asset

 Passive Income “plenty”



What is the #1 obstacle to

Creating Sustainable Wealth? 



Not enough 
Secure, Consistent, and Increasing

Cash – Flow! 



1. We have worked with over 5000 
clients since 1996.

2. Nearly every financial challenge is 
caused by lack of a secure, 
adequate, and consistent cash flow.



 Think about a time when you had a 
significant loss of income.

 If you had monthly cash flow that covered 
your basic expenses…

would that experience

have been different?



If our primary financial needs are 
solved by cash flow…

Why do most investors focus on 
appreciation instead of cash flow?



 Answer mostly comes from Wall Street
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 How do you make money when you 
invest with a typical financial advisor?

 When the account increases in value.

Appreciation!

App
reci
atio
n



 How do financial advisors make money?

 They get paid fees when your account is:

Cash Flow!

App
reci
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n



 Wall Street is happy to give you all   
the appreciation.

 They want the Cash Flow.

 Which is smarter?



1. A large financial account can help, 
but does not solve lifetime cash 
flow needs.

2. Account values can be significantly 
different in the future.
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Cash Flow = 
Sustainable Wealth…if…

1. Secure

2. Consistent

3. Positive



1. If the cash flow is based on your 
efforts, is it secure?

2. If the cash flow is based on market 
fluctuations, is it consistent?

3. If the cash flow is less than your 
expenses, is it positive?



1. Make More: increase income

2. Spend Less: reduce burn rate

3. Some of Both: capture interest



Create Sustainable Wealth

Increase income

Consistently =          Wealth

Decrease expenses (burn rate)

App
reci
atio
n



Secure, consistent, positive 
Cash Flow…

Creates Sustainable Wealth



Cash Flow Enemies

1. Consumer Debt

2. Taxes

3. Market Risk



1) Strategic Debt versus Consumer Debt

2) Generate Tax-Free Income

3) Tap into the Power of Compound Interest

4) Create “Your Personal Bank”

5) Establish A Family Legacy



Strategic Debt vs.
Consumer Debt



➢Debt payments are made from someone 
else’s effort (or asset)  

➢Example: 

rental property income is higher than 
expenses (positive cash flow)



➢Payments are made from your effort  

➢Credit card minimum payments
1. up to 20 years to pay off 

2. pay up to 4x for the item

➢ Article-29 credit cards

➢Debtor works for the lender
(positive cash flow for lender)



➢Mortgages: designed to never end

➢30 year mortgage

➢7 years: owe 97% principle

➢Regardless of the interest rate!

➢Average American moves or refinances 
every 5-7 years

Starts all over again 



 Asset – something

that feeds you

(provides income)

 Liability – something

that eats you

(an expense)

 This concept is misunderstood by

most CPA’s and financial advisors.



 Asset = provides income

 Liability = expense

 Is your home an asset? 

May appreciate in value, 

but will you ever access the gains?



American: college degree or higher:
earns $1.8 million dollars in their lifetime

US Census

Average American:
pays $280,000 in interest in their lifetime

per credit.com

(Credit score and size of mortgages are the biggest factors.)

Average: over 15% of lifetime income!



➢Most are lulled to sleep by the amount of interest 
they pay.

➢Only a few hundred dollars per month.

➢ It is over $250,000 of interest in your lifetime!

➢That is over $500,000 for a couple!



Tax-Free Income



$66,488

$41,900

$10,000
Investment

28 Years

28% Tax Rate

7% Annual Return

Taxable

Tax-
Deferred
(IRA, 401k)

Tax-Free



We are taught to defer      …and pay taxes later 
taxes now by depositing when you withdraw
into an IRA /401k for retirement

(the seed)… (the harvest). 

Why? 



➢ $1000 IRA/401k deposit
➢ $250 Delay Paying Tax     (25% tax bracket)

➢ $4,000 Balance grew long-term
➢ $1,000 Taxes on withdrawal (25% tax bracket)

Delay paying $250 Pay $1000 



➢Age Limits

➢Contribution Limits

➢ Penalties/Taxes on Distribution

➢Government Changes the Rules Frequently

➢What if the rules

don’t fit your plans?







Why tax your IRA/401k/Roth? 
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 Argentina, Britain, Bulgaria, France, Ireland, 
Greece, Hungary, and Poland have taxed 
or seized their versions of IRA’s and 
401k’s since 2008.

 2011: US Treasury tapped federal employee 
pensions to fund the government



How will this affect your retirement?
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Tap into the Power
of Compound Interest



Most people think of average rate of 
return in a linear progression.



Power Of Compound Interest
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Early Loss: Same Result
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Late Loss: Same Result
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➢5% Compound Interest outperforms

8% Average Rate of Return if there is one       
loss of 20%+no matter when the loss occurs!

➢ What are the chances

of a 20%+market loss

in the next 5-7 years?
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 When they were working, they poured money

into the market, mostly IRA/401k’s      

 Oldest baby boomers turned age 70 in January 2017.

 Many are retiring and withdrawing funds to 
supplement their income. 

 Economics 101

 Many buyers = prices 

 Many sellers = prices 



Create “Your Personal Bank”



Think like a banker vs. an investor



➢ Trade hard-earned dollars for assets with
expectation asset will increase in value.

➢ Focus on the potential gains only

➢ Create little or no Cash Flow

➢ Rarely ask, what is my
recourse if goes wrong?



➢ If you purchase stock, real estate, or a 
business what will it be worth in a year? 

➢ Investing primarily for appreciation
is a form of gambling.  (significant risk)

➢ Return is uncertain.

➢ Little or no cash flow.

➢ No downside protection.



➢ Ever taken a mortgage or a auto loan?

➢ When you signed, you knew you would 
have a payment.

➢ Did you plan to make the payments? 

➢ The banker knows that also.



➢ If you don’t make payments,
what happens?

➢ Is the banker really risking their money?

➢ Banker has created a secure cash flow
and protected their downside.



 Criteria for good investment:

1. Secure positive cash flow

2. Collateral (downside protection)

 For a banker, an investment is a bad one,

if there is no little or no cash flow and 
no downside protection.



Look for cash flow opportunities that

don’t require a lot of time



Create “Your Personal Bank”



➢ When you receive a check, what is the first thing 
you do with it?

Deposit it in a bank. 

➢ What does the bank do with your deposit? 

➢Loan it out to earn Compound Interest.



 Assume you opened an account at a bank.

➢ Then the next person gets a car loan

➢ Does the banker give the money you just gave him

to the car loan person?

➢ No. He keeps it in the safe and

borrows against the cash

to make more interest.



➢ We do it all the time. Cars, houses, etc..

➢ Important Key: When borrowing against 
an asset that can lose value
protect the downside. 

➢ Many learned that lesson
in 2008 with real estate.



➢Banks don’t invest in the stock market.

➢Earn compound interest on our deposits. 

➢Then borrow against the cash they hold 
to earn more interest.

➢You can too!



1. Guaranteed and Insured

2. Allowed you to borrow against it

3. Earned interest on the borrowed funds

4. Tax-Free growth and withdrawals

2-16x
more total dollars to
spend in your lifetime
vs. not doing this! 



Compound Interest: increasing cash flow

No Risk of Loss: don’t borrow against asset that can 
lose value 

Liquidity: 50-85%+ day one

Use and Access Money for any Reason:
- no penalties, age or other restrictions

Private Contract, not Tax Code

Protected from Creditors and Lawsuits

Tax-Free Growth, Tax-Free Withdrawals,
and Tax-Free Family Legacy



➢Most view insurance as an expense (home/auto) 

➢Then think “I don’t need another bill”, 

and stop listening.  

➢Most financial professionals, 

ignore the living benefits.



Most life policies are actually death benefit protection

Not designed to generate cash 

Financial experts review policies that were

never designed to be a financial vehicle and…

state life insurance is a bad investment  



Most policies:



➢If you owned a life insurance policy, 
does it have a value?

➢To your beneficiaries!

➢Guaranteed cash contract.

➢Can you borrow against a cash contract?



➢No: Most contracts

➢Yes: A few contracts allow you to access % 
of the death benefit. 

➢Based on age and health. (Time value of money)



➢ Policy loans are an advance on a death benefit.

➢They reduce the death benefit…

not your cash value.

➢Did not remove or withdraw your cash

➢Your cash earns Compound Interest

for the rest of your life!

Guaranteed increasing funds every year!

Cash Flow!



➢ Interest paid on the cash is the same or higher 
than the cost of the loan (interest rate charged) 

➢The net cost for the loan is zero.

➢Known as a ”Wash Loan”. 

Amount you are paid,

and the amount you are charged is a “wash”.



Interest Credited               Death Benefit

Cash                      Interest charged                                                                  
(if loan)



➢ Interest earned: paid into your cash bucket

➢Death benefit bucket reduced (if loan)

➢Net gain when borrowing. 

➢You make money on the borrowed funds!

➢You are a banker!



 No repayment requirements.

 Never have to pay back the loan. 

 Death benefit is the collateral



➢ If repaid: death benefit increases.

➢Loan is paid-off when you die.

➢Death benefit is reduced by loan amount.  

➢Balance goes tax-free to your heirs.      



 House value:   $250,000 Death Benefit

 Line of Credit: $100,000 Cash Value

➢ Are funds from the line of credit taxable?

No. Funds are from a loan, not income. 

➢ What is the collateral for the line of credit?

Home equity.

➢ If you sold the home, would you receive $250,000?

No. Line of credit would be paid off first.

 Policy loans are the same principle, except no 
monthly payments. Loan is paid when you die. 





➢ If you own a $1M insurance policy… 

➢Company has to pay the beneficiary when 
the insured passes away.

➢ Is that a liability or an asset for the 
insurance company?

➢Must be able to cut $1M

check at any time. 



➢Requires significant cash reserves.

➢ If advance you a % of the death benefit…

➢Reduces insurance company liability.

➢Frees up short-term cash reserves.

➢Then reinvest those reserves into longer 
term assets to make more!

Win – Win!



Turbo-Charge Your Personal Bank

Enhance Your Returns



1. Accelerate Debt Pay-off

2. Synergy of Combined Investments

3. Branch Banking

4. Establish Family Legacy



Accelerate Debt Pay-off



Liquidity    versus Use and Access 
of Your Money



Liquidity vs. Use and Access

Is your bank account liquid?

If you withdraw money and spend it, 
what happens to your future returns?

Funds in most accounts are liquid but 
don’t have use and access
without losing future gains.



Savings

5%

Debt 

Payments

30%

All Taxes

40%

Lifestyle

25%

The Average American spends the money they earn:
(US Census)



American: college degree or higher:
earns $1.8 million dollars in their lifetime

US Census

Average American:
pays $280,000 in interest in their lifetime

per credit.com

(Credit score and size of mortgages are the biggest factors.)

Average: over 15% of lifetime income!



It is about recapturing part of the
income stream that is leaving your 
pocket as you read this.

RECAPTURE

RECAPTURE



➢Your checking account has money flowing in

➢Also, money flows out

➢Do you earn interest?

➢Does the bank?

➢What if you could capture some of that interest?



Capturing interest on $30,000 monthly business income:

Generates $1,000,000 tax-free retirement in

18 years for the business owner!





Stop paying compound interest!

Start capturing compound interest!



Assume you purchase a car for $25,000

1. Pay cash

2. Finance

3. Capture interest



If you pay cash did the car cost you 
$25,000 or something more?



The True Value of a Dollar



➢Assume you purchase a cup of coffee for $1

➢When you purchase the coffee you trade it for the dollar

➢Did the coffee cost you a dollar, 
or more than a dollar?



When you traded the dollar for the cup of 
coffee, you gave up the ability for the 
dollar to earn in the future.



Average life expectancy:  Adult Male: 84, Adult Female: 86

50 year old: $1.00 compounds to $5.50 @ 5% in their lifetime

$4.00 cup of coffee 

30 year old: $1.00 compounds to $14



$25,000 car

50 year old = $137,500  (5.5x lifetime)

30 year old = $350,000   (14x lifetime)



Either the lender will earn… 

50 year old = $137,500

30 year old = $350,000 

…or you will capture the 

compound interest!



Trade dollars for item

Lose ability for dollar to earn compound interest 



If you finance did the car cost you 
$25,000 or something more?



Pay $25,000 plus interest to the lender.

Lose ability of more than $25,000 to earn 
compound interest

50 year old = $137,500+

30 year old = $350,000+ 



➢ When you borrow from a lender, who determines

the payment amount and when they are due?

➢ When you borrow from Your Personal Bank, who 
decides payments and when they are due?

➢You are in charge!



Purchase car and capture compound interest

50 year old = $137,500  (5.5x lifetime)

30 year old = $350,000   (14x lifetime)



When you give an insurance company a dollar of 
premium, do they give you a dollar of

death benefit or more than that? 

Premium Death Benefit



If you have an insurance policy on yourself, will 
you personally ever see that money?

Your heirs will, but you won’t.

From your perspective, could you view it as

Monopoly    money? 



What if, you could access a portion of the future 
death benefit that you personally will never 
see and use that money today? 

If the insurance company advances you a 
portion of your future death benefit today, 
do they pay you in Monopoly     money?



Control your dollars so they can compound to 
$5, $10, or $20 during your lifetime and…

Have use and access to a portion of your future 
death benefit to purchase items, pay bills, invest 
in assets, fund college, supplement retirement, 
or any other reason. 



The same dollar compounds in your policy and…

you can purchase assets from a portion of 
the death benefit created by your dollar. 

Your dollar works twice for you.

Show compound Interest Calculator  



The wealthy generally do not purchase stocks, 
real estate, businesses, or any asset directly.

They fund an insurance policy to keep control

of the compound interest their dollars earn.

Then purchase stocks, real estate, businesses,

or other assets from a portion of their 
future death benefit. 



$1,500  

10%

2 years

Money Invested

$25,000

$1,500

10%

2 years

$25,000

9%

4 years

3 months

Your
Personal 

Bank



3 months
Car payments add over $1,800

into Your Personal Bank

Car payment =$622.13 x 3 = $1,866.39



6 months
Car plus credit card payments add over $3,900       

into Your Personal Bank

Car:           $622.13 x 6 = $3,732.78
Credit Card: $69.22 x 3 =    $207.66

$3,940.44



• In 6 months, interest you captured generated
funds for 2 more payments

• Interest captured on car payment created funds 
available for credit card and laptop payments

•Original $622.13 car payment creates $760.57 
available monthly from SAME money!

•18% increase of available funds in just 6 months!



YOU

LENDER

You capture interest or…

You pay interest



➢ Will you purchase items in the future?

➢ Will you have expenses?

➢ Will there be investment opportunities?



1. Pay cash for items and assets

2. Finance items and assets

3. Access funds from your death benefit to 
purchase items and assets and…

capture compound interest to create a 
guaranteed annual increasing cash flow 



Synergy of Combining Investments
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Personal Bank

Secure Income Asset

You



Personal Bank

Income 
Property

You



Personal Bank

Income 
Property

You



Cash 
Flow

Personal Bank

Secure
Income 
Asset

$50k

$25k

$2,500



Interest 
Captured

Cash 
Flow

Personal Bank

Secure
Income 
Asset

$50,000 
x 5%

$2,500

$2,500

$5,000
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Because your dollar compounds in your policy  
guaranteed and tax-favored…

If you purchase an asset that loses value,

you still have access to the funds that 
continue to grow inside your policy.

You protected your downside, just as the banker.

You



Branch Banking



➢ Cash in a multiple premium Your Personal Bank 
policy typically becomes 80% liquid
in the 3rd – 4th year.

➢ You could continue to fund Bank #1, while 
accessing 80% or more of the cash each year. 

➢ The cash you access could fund Bank #2.

Main Branch 80%



➢ The cash in Bank #1 continues to
compound at 4-5%. The cash in Bank #2
also compounds at 4-5%.

➢ You could repeat this process every 3-4 years.

4-5% 8-10% 12-15% 16-20%



Bank 1 Bank 2 Bank 3 Totals
(net)

Gains 5% 10% 15% 12.2%

Premium $10,000 $8,000 $6,400 $10,000

Interest $500 $400 $320 $1,220



Establish a Family Legacy



Founder

Parent or

Grandparent

1st Generation

Child or 

Grandchild

2nd Generation

Grandchild or

Greats

Policyowner

Controls Money

High Liquidity

Compound Interest

Access Principle &
Growth Tax-Free

Insured

Inherits Tax-Free

High Liquidity

Continues

Compound Interest

Access Principle &

Growth Tax-Free

Beneficiary

Inherits Tax-Free

Death Benefit

Used when founder is too old or 
unhealthy to qualify for life insurance



Founder

Grandparent

1st Generation

Child

2nd Generation

Grandchild

Policyowner
Fund 
premiums 
when 
grandchild
is born until
age 20-30

Successor 
Owner
& Insured
Assumes 
ownership of 
policy when 
adult
Continues
premiums
Access to cash

How families pass wealth tax-free to future generations

3rd Generation

Greats

When parents 
die, fund 
premiums
from 
inheritance
when 
grandchild 
is born until 
age 20-30

Successor 
Owner
& Insured
Assumes 
ownership of 
policy when 
adult
Continues 
premiums
Access to cash



Founder

Grandparent

1st Generation

Child

2nd Generation

Grandchild

If fund $10,000 
per year until
age 20-30
Then let the 
grandchild 
take over and…

The grandchild 
continues to 
fund $10,000 
per year once 
assumes 
ownership 
then…

The grandchild would have access to over
$12 million in their lifetime, tax-free!



1. Think Like a Banker vs. an Investor

2. Liquidity vs. Use and Access of $

3. True Value of a Dollar



Secure, consistent Cash Flow

creates Sustainable Wealth 



Proper Implementation



1. 800+   Insurance companies in the US

2.   39+   Mutual-Owned Insurance Company
- No stockholders

- 2-3% extra per year to policy-owners

3.   10+   Strong dividend history

- 100+ years of never missing a dividend

4.     5+   Products support the banking concept

5.   One:  Lowest fee product = more cash



Type Details Effective for
Banking
Concept

Term No cash value
Expires

No

Variable Returns based on market
Never borrow from asset that can lose value

No

Index
Universal 

Returns based on market with principal guaranteed
Sometimes include 1-2% guaranteed returns
If poor returns, may lapse and fees may increase

Good - Bad

Universal Cost of insurance increases with age
Cash values decrease with age
Fees not guaranteed

Poor

Whole Cash value and growth guaranteed
Fees and cost of insurance guaranteed
Guaranteed annual cash increase

Best



Single 
Premium

Multiple
Premium

Liquidity 80-85% day one 50-60% day one

Tax on 
Gains

Tax-Deferred Tax-Free

Tax on
Policy
Loans

Pay tax on 
gains only

Tax-Free



➢ 99%+ of insurance agents and financial advisors
lack the knowledge and understanding to 
properly structure a Your Personal Bank policy.

➢ Insurance companies typically do not teach their 
agents or employees that there is a wide range 
in regards to how much cash is in a policy.

➢ Must be structured to immediately maximize cash 
and maximize future cash growth. 

➢ 50%+ liquidity day one or not structured correctly.

* Up to 85%+ cash liquidity day one available.



Yr Premium Traditional
Policy - Cash

Traditional
Policy -DB

Max Cash
Policy - Cash

Max Cash
Policy - DB

1 $80,000 $1,135 $3,051,708 $49,612 $1,348,641

2 $80,000 $65,008 $3,056,382 $125,091 $1,475,055

3 $80,000 $133,751 $3,065,320 $203,965 $1,598,390

4 $80,000 $204,389 $3,078,361 $286,110 $1,720,863

5 $80,000 $276,992 $3,095,313 $371,665 $1,844,086

6 $80,000 $355,353 $3,116,659 $462,266 $1,968,412

7 $80,000 $439,653 $3,143,158 $558,094 $2,094,306

Actual Client: female, age 56



➢ If the agent maximizes cash to the client, they reduce 
their commissions by about the same percentage. 

➢ If the agent increases the cash to the client by 50%, the 
agent reduces their commission by about 50%. 

➢ There is only so much money that the insurance 
company can pay and make a profit. Either the 
agent or the client is going to get paid. 

➢ It is imperative that the agent reduces their 
commissions to the maximum allowable limits

set by tax law, to maximize your cash. 



➢ Funding Your Personal Bank policy is determined by 
several factors including:

➢ Tax consequences of current accounts

➢ Penalties on current accounts

➢ Total funds available

➢ Your tax bracket

➢ If and when you plan to retire

➢ Your current age and health

➢ Income needs

➢ The more you fund into Your Personal Bank, the more 
you can access and still earn compound interest



 The catch is simple. 

 This is a tax-free cash account with an 
umbrella of life insurance.

 You want the life insurance for the tax-free 
benefits and the ability to borrow, yet 
continue to earn compound interest

on the borrowed funds.

 Someone has to qualify for life insurance.



1. Complete Application
➢ No cost or obligation

➢ Determine if you qualify

2. Telephone Interview
➢ Doctor info

➢ Prescriptions and Health history

3. Mini-Exam (In-home)

➢ Blood Pressure, Urine, Blood, etc.

➢ EKG, if over $1 million insurance

4. Approval
➢ Follow-up with your numbers

➢ Decision on what makes sense 



 Nelson Nash: www.infinitebanking.org
◦ Infinite Banking founder

◦ Used the banking concept 50+ years

◦ Website: decades of free newsletters

◦ Warning: political views can cloud the message

 Financial Independence

in the 21st Century

o by Dwayne Burnell

o Best banking concept book

http://www.infinitebanking.org/


Upcoming Events

Nov 7:   Webinar       How to Maximize Your Personal Bank and
Year–End Financial Key Things To Do

Nov 11: Las Vegas    Your Personal Bank: Turbo-Charge Your Returns

866-515-6280
sem@securemgt.com



866-515-6280

www.securemgt.com

sem@securemgt.com


